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1: Mother - Wikipedia
So one of the people there said to him, "Look, your mother and brothers are standing outside, and they want to speak
with you." Holman Christian Standard Bible Someone told Him, "Look, Your mother and Your brothers are standing
outside, wanting to speak to You.".

Scott O Yes, how does the rest of the machinery in the cell know which parent a gene is from? Scientists have
known for several years that genes from Mom and Dad are not expressed exactly the same. For instance the
conditions of Prader-Willi Syndrome and Angelman Syndrome are very different, but they are caused by
mutations in the same gene. If the gene came from Mom, it will express itself as Prader-Willi. If it came from
Dad it will express as Angelman Syndrome. Hibernia86 Some genes are methylated covered up so that they
are inactive. Genes from the father might be less likely to be methylated than those from the mother. Any
genes from the father can be turned on when the sperm is made. Brian Mino It knows because it is
automatically programmed too do so. Me too Kurarin you are right about the mitochondiral dna from mother.
This article is complete bullshit. The female egg contains a hell lot more genetic information than the sperm
pat The DNA from the I bum and spermatazoate Kurarin what? Peter The sperm and the ova contain half of
the nuclear genome each. These combine to make one new nuclear genome. The mitochondria come from
mother only, but only affect the energy production. To say that the egg had more influence than the sperm or
vice versa is contrary to basic biological understanding. And the research does not make a quantitative
assessment but rather a qualitative one of genetic material. Mitochondrial DNA from the mother is really the
one that makes up most of everything. The sperm, although containing some amounts of DNA, is insignificant
except for determining the gender. Plus, the sperm is much smaller than the egg, disabling it to contain more
DNA than the egg. Both egg and sperm cells are the result of meiosis and contain a single chain of DNA.
When fertilization occurs the two chains zip together and begin controlling the metabolism of the egg. Those
mid piece mitochondria get fructose from the seminal fluid, convert it to glucose and then generate ATP. It
either produces working mitochondria or the egg starves. Wampler Longacre Speaking as a geneticist and
microbiologist, YOU, sir, do not know what the freaking hell you are talking about. Hibernia86 Very
interesting theory. Though it seems like it would be hard to tell in any case who the father was without genetic
tests to be sure. Casting no aspersions, as humans can be so compassionate as well. Tell me, where are the
men who are being killed and abused en masse by women? Only your little feelings and false correlations.
Men are less likely to report domestic violence, and injuries from that violence. When asked, almost the same
percentage of men said they had been forced to engage in non-consensual sex as women. About half of the sex
was forced on males by females, often when the males were children. Your posts demonstrate my point about
feminism as an ideology of hate. Jen So where are the stats on the men killed by women? Show me the men
who have been killed and injured by women. Women are more likely to be murdered by an intimate partner
than anybody else. You can think feminism is bunk all you want, dude. Most men think that of ideas and
objects that serve no purpose to them. Men are more powerful. Feminists are apologists and cheerleaders for
female violence. Jen So two men? Are you aware that every single day, the equivalent of five jumbo jets full
of women are murdered globally? Weird how men need to subjugate women in order to not remain obsolete.
Weird how women who simply say that living their lives without a man in it is hatred and violence to you, on
par with rape, murder, and assault. That females are more likely to suffer severe injury from DV does not tell
us which partner initiated the violence. The preponderance of the evidence is that women initiate more DV
than men do. Do not pick fights; especially those that you will lose. I chose not to reply with violence against
my extremely violent ex-spouse. I was able to fend off her punches and kicks with my hands, and she mostly
hit walls and furniture, though she did connect with my face hard once. The fourth time was precipitated by a
female. They matter to men and women who oppose all violence. The last part of what you wrote is loopy. Jen
No, I said that the numbers are not as great as the numbers of men who murder, rape, and assault women. Men
and women are both perpetrators of violence. In important ways women initiate more violence than menâ€”
for instance by killing more of their own children and by initiating more domestic violence â€” according to
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DV experts some of the most prominent of whom are women who identify as feminists. As for rape, you
choose to minimize the rape of men, by both women and men, just as you choose to minimize overall violence
against men. Over 90 percent of workplace deaths are male, in part because women elect to not do the nasty,
dangerous jobs that men are willing to do that keep the society going. Women have not been conscripted for
military duty and died by the hundreds of thousands. Males are still required to sign up for a potential draft
and females are not. Lastly, and I do mean lastly, you can learn something by googling this: Tell me, then,
why would men need women to be dependent on men in order to not be obsolete? Are you capable of rational
thought or will you continue your testerical accusations? The person with whom you have already promised to
love through sickness and health and for better or worse? And if you decide to just choose a lover so that you
can raise children without the equal support of a balanced family can provide, then your children will be
disadvantaged from the start based on their environment regardless of the genetic contribution of your lover du
jour. I have no problem with it.. Also, just because someone had sex outside of marriage does NOT mean that
they are going to be sleeping around with a bunch of random people nonstop, so your lover du jour BS is
nothing but nonsense issued in an attempt to take a steaming hot crap on others so you can feel like your
superior to someone without actually having to do anything to earn the feeling. My parents have been married
for over 30 years. And I like to believe they raised gorgeous and epicly amazing women Chris All I was trying
to say was that people should make commitments to each other for life and trust each other for longer than the
time that it takes to have sex. Deadbeat dads should be ashamed of themselves, marries or not, and should feel
the same responsibility for the children as their mother does. And both mother and father should show all the
qualities that you would want your future children to have to each other. It takes two to make a child and
should logically take two to raise it under the ideal circumstances.
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2: I Hurt When I Look at You: A Poem About Mother and Daughter | LetterPile
7 Things You'll Relate To If You Look Just Like Your Mom. out," only to realize upon closer examination that I was
looking at a picture of my mother from the '80s. If you look like your mom.

But it is still the first; the Decalogue being itself the introduction to the Law, in which similar promises are
repeated again and again. Compare the relation of prayer to the inspiration of the Holy Ghost in Romans 8:
And watching thereunto with all perseverance. The corresponding verb is used in relation to all kinds of
spiritual labour see Acts 2: Perhaps from this frequent connection St. Paul is induced to add to it
"supplication," and this time "for all saints," so leading on to his usual request for the prayers of his brethren.
Pulpit Commentary Verse 2. The exhortation, based on natural morality ver. Father and mother, though not
quite on a footing of equality in their relation to each other Ephesians 5: It is assumed here that they are
Christians; where one was a Christian and not the ether, the duty would be modified. But in these succinct
verses the apostle lays down general rules, and does not complicate his exhortations with exceptions. The
latter part of the verse contains a special reason for the precept; it is the first commandment with a promise
attached. But obviously the apostle meant more than this; for as in ver. I he had affirmed the duty to be one of
natural religion, so here he means to add that it is also part of the revealed will of God - it is one of the
commandments; but still further, it is the first commandment with a promise. It may, perhaps, be said that this
is appealing, not to the higher, but to the lower part of our nature - to our selfishness, not our goodness; but it
is not an appeal to one part of our nature to the exclusion of the rest; it is an appeal to our whole nature, for it
is a part of our nature to expect that in the end virtue will be rewarded and vice punished. In the case of
children it is difficult to look far forward; the rewards and the punishments, to be influential, must be within
the ken of vision, as it were; therefore it is quite suitable that, in writing to them, the apostle should lay
emphasis on a promise which had its special fulfillment in the life that now is. Matthew Henry Commentary 6:
That obedience includes inward reverence, as well as outward acts, and in every age prosperity has attended
those distinguished for obedience to parents. The duty of parents. Be not impatient; use no unreasonable
severities. Deal prudently and wisely with children; convince their judgements and work upon their reason.
Bring them up well; under proper and compassionate correction; and in the knowledge of the duty God
requires. Often is this duty neglected, even among professors of the gospel. God alone can change the heart,
yet he gives his blessing to the good lessons and examples of parents, and answers their prayers. But those,
whose chief anxiety is that their children should be rich and accomplished, whatever becomes of their souls,
must not look for the blessing of God.
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3: 7 Reasons Why You Should Admire Your Mother
Mashallah a great nasheed from Yusuf Islam. From the Album I look,I look, I see. Note= Anyone who has just come to
spread hatred and be offensive will be blo.

It is undeniable that mother-daughter relationships are one of the strongest and complex bonds in the world. It
is considered one of the most powerful connections in nature that only mothers and daughters understand and
share among themselves. I hope you believe in yourself as much as I believe in you. There is this girl, she
stole my heart, she calls me mommy. Life is tough my darling, but so are you. The love between a mother and
daughter knows no distance. Mother and daughter never truly part, maybe in distance but never in heart. Even
superheroes deserve a day off! I carry your heart with me everywhere I go, love you to the moon and back.
Dear Mom, Thanks for all that you do. Mom, everything I am, you helped me to be. I am everything you
helped me to be. I got it from my momma. All that I am and all that I hope to be, I owe to my mother. The
love between a mother and daughter lasts forever. A Daughter is just a little girl who grows up to be your best
friend. A mother is she who can take the place of all others but whose place no one else can take. When you
are a Mother you are never alone in your thoughts. A daughter is a miracle that never ceases to be miraculous.
First my Mother forever my Friend. Mom a title just above Queen Her Smile makes me smile, her laugh is
infectious, and her heart is pure and true. But in the eyes, heart, and mind of your child, you are Super Mom.
Yes, I do have a beautiful daughter. I also have a gun, a shovel, and an alibi. Tell her you love her. I will
always love you. You will always be my child. I want my children to go further than what I have attained. One
person who does the work of twenty. It comes with a mother. Mother is a verb. Not just who you are. A
mother is not obliged to give you what you want. A daughter may outgrow your lap. She will never outgrow
your heart.
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4: How to Avoid Growing Up to Be Like Your Mom: 12 Steps
Randy Travis - Angels I don't own any rights to this song. This is for my Mother may she rest in peace!

What does it mean to honor my father and mother? Honoring your father and mother is being respectful in
word and action and having an inward attitude of esteem for their position. God exhorts us to honor father and
mother. He values honoring parents enough to include it in the Ten Commandments Exodus Honoring parents
is the only command in Scripture that promises long life as a reward. Those who honor their parents are
blessed Jeremiah Solomon, the wisest man, urged children to respect their parents Proverbs 1: Obviously, we
are commanded to honor our parents, but how? Honor them with both actions and attitudes Mark 7: Honor
their unspoken as well as spoken wishes. They were obeying the letter of the law, but they had added their
own traditions that essentially overruled it. While they honored their parents in word, their actions proved their
real motive. Honor is more than lip service. We should seek to honor our parents in much the same way that
we strive to bring glory to Godâ€”in our thoughts, words, and actions. For a young child, obeying parents goes
hand in hand with honoring them. That includes listening, heeding, and submitting to their authority. After
children mature, the obedience that they learned as children will serve them well in honoring other authorities
such as government, police, and employers. God will not honor those who will not obey His command to
honor their parents. If we desire to please God and be blessed, we should honor our parents. Honoring is not
easy, is not always fun, and certainly is not possible in our own strength. But honor is a certain path to our
purpose in lifeâ€”glorifying God.
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5: What does it mean to honor my father and mother?
Look Your Best Video; In The Mag classic feminine traditions much to the dismay of her mother. When a spell turns her
mom into a bear, however, the two learn that family is more important than.

Percentage of births to unmarried women, selected countries, and In many cultures, women received
significant help in performing these tasks from older female relatives, such as mothers in law or their own
mothers. Mothers may be stay at home mothers or working mothers. In recent decades there has been an
increase in stay at home fathers too. Social views on these arrangements vary significantly by culture: The
social role and experience of motherhood varies greatly depending upon location. Mothers are more likely
than fathers to encourage assimilative and communion-enhancing patterns in their children. Traditionally, and
still in most parts of the world today, a mother was expected to be a married woman, with birth outside of
marriage carrying a strong social stigma. Historically, this stigma not only applied to the mother, but also to
her child. This continues to be the case in many parts of the developing world today, but in many Western
countries the situation has changed radically, with single motherhood being much more socially acceptable
now. For more details on these subjects, see Legitimacy family law and single parent. The total fertility rate
TFR , that is, the number of children born per woman, differs greatly from country to country. The TFR in was
estimated to be highest in Niger 7. A maternal death is defined by WHO as "the death of a woman while
pregnant or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy, irrespective of the duration and site of the pregnancy,
from any cause related to or aggravated by the pregnancy or its management but not from accidental or
incidental causes". The most recent data suggests that Italy , Sweden and Luxembourg are the safest countries
in terms of maternal death and Afghanistan , Central African Republic and Malawi are the most dangerous.
The "natural" mortality rate of childbirthâ€”where nothing is done to avert maternal deathâ€”has been
estimated as being deaths per , births. In modern Western countries the current maternal mortality rate is
around 10 deaths per , births. There are many examples of religious law relating to mothers and women. Major
world religions which have specific religious law or scriptural canon regarding mothers include: Christianity ,
[34] Judaism , [35] and Islam. Mother-offspring violence Main articles: Matricide and Filicide History records
many conflicts between mothers and their children. Psychosis and schizophrenia are common causes of both,
[37] [38] and young, indigent mothers with a history of domestic abuse are slightly more likely to commit
filicide. Brooklyn Museum Throughout history mothers with their children have often been the subject of
artistic works, such as paintings, sculptures or writings. Fourth century grave reliefs on the island of Rhodes
depicted mothers with children. Many contemporary movies portray mothers. The proverbial "first word" of
an infant often sounds like "ma" or "mama". This strong association of that sound with "mother" has persisted
in nearly every language on earth, countering the natural localization of language. Familiar or colloquial terms
for mother in English are: In many other languages, similar pronunciations apply:
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6: Do you share more genes with your mother or your father?
Looking for the best mother and daughter quotes? Love your mom? Check out our collection of the best quotes and
sayings below. Top Mother Daughter Quotes 1. "A mother is a daughter's best friend.".

Sign in or sign up and post using a HubPages Network account. Comments are not for promoting your articles
or other sites. Luckily, not within my direct experience but I can relate through the lives and stories of a few
friends and in-laws. Sometimes the only solution is distance as stated in your poem. Yan 3 months ago This
poem really explain what I really feel rn. Even after her death, she still found a way to hurt me and she
literally made me sick. Thankfully, through the help of my Lord and Saviour, she is no longer in my house and
she is no longer able to make me ill. This is a very powerful poem!! Laura Tallo This explains my relationship
with my father! I can so relate! Thank you for sharing a very raw part of yourself. LovelyShadeOfPain 23
months ago This explains my relationship with my mother so perfectly. Well I hope it goes better for you and
that your a lot happier. Thank you and have a great day. E Grove 3 years ago from Australia I am so glad that
reading has helped you find some peace. It took me a longtime to be able to find the strength to step away
from the toxic relationship I had with my mother. Judgement and religion steeped in mental illness has
reached its peak. I believe all children crave the approval of their parents. I turned out to be a good wife, hard
worker, and giving citizen. Thank you for your raw honesty. AUTHOR 4 years ago from Australia koshi my
relationship with my mother is a painful one, but things have improved since I started putting up boundaries
and took some much needed time away. I do feel for any who can relate to this poem as having such a
fractured relationship with your mother brings a pain that not many can understand. I wish you well and I hope
that you can find some peace koshi 4 years ago This brings tears to my eyes. I can relate, thank you for this
poem full of truth and understanding AUTHOR 4 years ago from Australia Shyron has time has passed my
understanding of my mother has grown. I find it very hard to understand all her negativity about my life but I
am able to deal with it in a better distanced way now. I am very sorry to hear about the pain that existed
between your own mother and yourself. But I learned that my mom had her own demons, and I hope she
conquered them. I know he last poems were very dark. I had thought of publishing them in a book, but have
not found the strength to do so. Maybe her funny ones from a few years before she passed away. Thank you
for sharing your story. I can not share the same pain you feel. I was blessed to have a wonderful loving mother
who always believed in me and inspired and praised me. I miss her now, and my heart longs to have her back,
as she passed away last November. While I can not relate to your story or your pain I can feel your hurt and
pain through the words that you share in your poem. I am sure that it had to be somewhat painful yet
therapeutic to share these feelings in a poem. You poured them out there and made them real to so many.
Thankfully, it sounds like that you have broken the chain of hurt, and are the blessing to your family that you
longed to have but could not find. Thanks for sharing and reminding me how blessed I am and have been.
Peace and joy to you moving forward: Love your way of pouring feelings through words: E Grove 5 years ago
from Australia It hurt a lot to write this, but its brought some much freedom to finally release these emotions
and to put into words what I needed to do, to make my future a happier one. Aisha Jilani 5 years ago from
Lahore Deep words, it actually did bring tears in my eyes!! Very nice AUTHOR 5 years ago from Australia
btrbell It was a hard decision to share it I have to admit, but Ive gain more comfort from the many thoughtful
comments like yours that have been left. What a beautifulpoem and such a sad reason to have to write it.
Thank you so much for sharing this Hope life brings to the wonderful moments you missed with your mother.
AUTHOR 5 years ago from Australia wayne barret it was and is a sad situation to be in, but you are so right in
that we have to be true to ourselves about what in want in our lives and who the best people are to have close,
but finding the courage to make the change can sometimes seem overwhealming thanks for taking the time to
read I really do appreaciate it Wayne Barrett 5 years ago from Clearwater Florida Oh, my. So sad, but
beautifully written. I can truly truly relate and can feel your sorrow. E Grove 5 years ago from Australia I am
so glad that this may have inspired you to rework on things with you mother, for the loss of that relationship is
a scar that never heals, and your right once they are gone there is no more room for working on forgiveness
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Alyx Kemp 5 years ago from Herkimer, NY this is very deep. And I should stop blaming her for the past and
move on before I lose her for good. What a touching poem - very heartfelt. This is an old, old story played out
time and again all over the world. Alot of people will relate to this - and seeing from the comments more than
a few have already. Aisha Jilani 6 years ago from Lahore beautifully written poem an emotional one indeed: E
Grove 6 years ago from Australia its stil a heart ache I carry with me, but the freedom from stepping away was
worth the pain of making the choice to leave her behind. How very sad for the woman who birthed you, but
had no idea how to mother with love and gentleness. The years she wasted and threw away that could have
been so wonderful and gratifying The real pain is hers. The true regret and remorse belongs only to her E
Grove 6 years ago from Australia One of the huge blessing I have gotten from sharing this poem is the
overwhelming response from others like yourself. I keep reading this over and over and over E Grove 6 years
ago from Australia I have to admit the most rewarding thing about writing this poem was discovering I was
not the only one to have a relationship like this with my mother I am as always sorry to hear of your heart ache
and can only wish you peace and happiness as you move forward Deborah Annette Lang 6 years ago it amazes
me reading this, its like the words were taken out of my head, for all these years i have tried to make my
mother proud, but all she wanted to do was put me down, she would put me down about every aspect of me. E
Grove 6 years ago from Australia There is nothing more heartbreaking to a child than the feeling of being
inadequate, being rejected by a parent can be devasting to a child and rejection always stays with us, tainting
every reltionship we enter as we try and meet everyones not just our parents expectations. I am so sorry that
your mother dosnt see the beautiful gift she has in a daughter that is as loyal as you, and sadly it is often best
to step away. Giving yourself the freedom to love and be loved by others. I wish you nothing but the best E
Grove 6 years ago from Australia It is a tragic thing, when the ones who love us the most hurt us the most. I
am so sorry to hear of your pain I can only hope that your choice gives you some space to heal the hurts and
helps you find a new way to view yourself without negativity Wishing you all the best as you move forward
with only your own expectations Mama4 6 years ago My mother and I had what will be our last fight I am a
mother and could never do or say some of the things she said to me tonight I found this poem and it speaks so
loudly to me I sent it to her Thank you for sharing your amazing talent. E Grove 6 years ago from Australia
Sometimes stepping away from a toxic hurtful relationship can be the best option, It saddens me to hear that
you have gone through similar pain and I wish you more than luck Ashley 6 years ago This is like my
relationship with my mom so i understand. This poem is my inspiration to leave. I can only hope that you are
stronger for your decision and that you and your family are happy Christina 7 years ago I know these words
are very true for I to have been through this and no longer see or talk to my mother and it has torn our family
apart. But I have my own life now that I am very proud of and an absolutely wonderful son who she will never
get to know. E Grove 7 years ago from Australia To live in in her judgement was hard, breaking away has
been painful, and trying to break the cycle of criticism and judgement is a never ending aim. Where my
parents were concerned, they passed on what they were given, initially Our sense of "self-worth" is developed
by our parents, starting at birth, and carrying on throughout our childhood Powerful, healing poem here I
suspect you are a far better mother than your own, as a result of your pain This one carries your hallmark
darkness which I enjoy immensely , but also conveys a sense of sadness and regret over the situation with your
own mother. Great writing as always. Keep healing those wounds through your hubs! E Grove 8 years ago
from Australia having never had the relationship with my mother that i always wanted, I have spent all my life
chasing it. Thank you for your kind heartfelt words the understanding I have received from other since posting
this has gone a long way to helping me accept and move on I do hope you are well without her. I am soo glad
to hear that you have found a place here, a place to share what your going through and maybe help someone
else in the process.. Hugs to you screwevery1 8 years ago Ya when i read it i thought i was husband and wife
as well. Very disheartening to hear stuff like that. My heart goes out to you nighthag I do agree that sharing
pain does help the healing process E Grove 8 years ago from Australia Thank you so much for taking the time
to visit, It is sad that this poem comes from personal experience but sharing our pain is one of the first steps of
healing Thanks so much for your love and support it means so much D just remember, we care for the sick!
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7: Genetically Speaking, You're More Like Your Dad - D-brief
Rita, what you wrote about your mother is beautiful! It's amazing that no matter how young or old, our mothers somehow
seem nearby.

Looking for the best mother and daughter quotes? Check out our collection of the best quotes and sayings
below. Top Mother Daughter Quotes 1. Never forget that I love you. Life is filled with hard times and good
times. Learn from everything you can. Be the woman I know you can be. Everything makes her laugh, and I
aspire to take in the world the same shoes she does. Through laughter, worry, smiles and tears. A link that can
never be undone. I want them to take the path next to me and go further than I could have ever dreamt
possible. Tell her you love her. Her laugh is infectious. Her heart is pure and true. Above all I love that she is
my daughter. It knows no law, no pity, it dares all things and crushes down remorselessly all that stands in its
path. One person who does the work of twenty. Mom was the best at everything, and you should never, ever
suggest otherwise. I knew it by the way she became distracted and impatient with my sister, by the way she
stopped tucking us into bed at night. I knew it from watching her feet, which began to shuffle after my father
announced the move, as though they threw down invisible roots that needed to be pulled out with each step. I
know this because I am your mother. I love her for that. I love the fact that she wanted to give birth to her own
wings. It is a loss that turns to arthritis and settles deep into her bones. I always believe in her. I love how she
becomes exactly like me. I only hope she will be a better mom more than me. Treats her same and most
especially loves her the same. Someone who sings with her, who helps in cleaning the house and someone, she
can be with her most of the time. But my mom was always my friend.
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8: Ephesians "Honor your father and mother" (which is the first commandment with a promise),
Quizzes Quiz Personality Quiz Cute Daughter Family Love Mom Mother MothersDay Similar Follow By continuing to
use the Playbuzz Platform, you agree to the use of cookies.

But the correct answer to the question is not as simple as it might seem. Mitochondria are the
energy-producing factories of the cell; without them, a cell would not be able to generate energy from food.
Mitochondria have an interesting history, as about 1. The ancestor of all mitochondria was a bacterium that
was engulfed by another bacterium, but for one reason or another not digested, giving rise to the eukaryotes.
The eukaryotes are basically all plants, animals and fungi, plus some rather weird organisms grouped together
under Protista. Because of their evolutionary history as free-living bacteria, mitochondria have retained their
own genome, called mitochondrial DNA, or mtDNA. Each cell contains many copies of mtDNA, as
mitochondria freely replicate within the cell. The mother effect Tissues that require a lot of energy, such as
your brain and your muscles, have cells packed with mitochondria. Because all mitochondria you received
come from your mother only, you are technically more related to your mum than you are to your dad. This is
true for pretty much all animals. In plants and fungi too, mitochondria come from one parent only, although
not necessarily from the mother. Why do we have two different kinds of inheritance, one for nuclear genomes
nDNA that combine parts of the mother and the father, and one for mitochondrial genomes, that excludes one
parent completely? The reason behind the evolution of so-called uniparental inheritance has long been a
mystery among evolutionary biologists. One thing was clear: Mammalian males go through the bother of
actually tagging the mitochondria in their sperm so that it is easier to destroy them after the egg has been
fertilised. In plants too, the mitochondria from one parent are actively destroyed, this time before fertilisation
takes place. The idea is that mtDNA replicates independently within the cell, so the number of copies
increases over time. And the more copies there are, the more likely some will be transmitted to the daughter
cell when that cell divides. If all mtDNA comes from one parent only, then mtDNA within a cell are closely
related to each other, as they are all clones. Hence, there is not much scope for competition, as copies of the
mitochondrial genomes are basically competing with exact copies of themselves. Unhealthy competition But
imagine what could happen if organelles were derived from both parents, the four grandparents, and so on ad
infinitum. This would set the scene for a genetically variable population of organelles in every cell. And this
could be bad news as now different clonal lineages of mtDNA are competing with each other. The faster
mtDNA replicates, the more copies it produces and the more likely it will spread to the next generation of
cells. Ultimately, the slower reproducing organelle lineage will be eliminated from the cell lineage. Thus,
competition among organelles within cells selects for smaller genomes. At some stage genomes will be so
small that the function of the organelle is affected. Remember that the mitochondria produce the energy the
cell needs, so when their genome size becomes very small, the organelles cease to function properly and the
host cell suffers. But what is the evidence? Cleaning the mix Recently a much simpler explanation was
proposed: This very simple assumption actually nicely explains the peculiar inheritance of mitochondria in
theoretical models. But there is more. Mice that were experimentally constructed so that individuals carried
two mitochondrial lineages were less active, ate less, were more stressed and were cognitively impaired. It
seems carrying mitochondria from both your parents is bad for you. So why is the question of whether you are
more like your mum or dad so hard to answer? Because your genetic make-up is only part of the equation.
Which genes are expressed is the other part. And apparently your dad has the upper hand when it comes to
which genes are expressed. So, you may look more like your dad but are more related to your mum after all.
How is that for a simple answer?
9: Yusuf Islam - Your Mother Lyrics | MetroLyrics
But if your conflicts with your mother seem to go beyond what's normal and into an area that leaves you feeling sad,
helpless, or bad about yourself, then the two of you may have a toxic.
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